We derive actions for projective N=2 superspace ("hyperspace") from those for harmonic hyperspace, including that for nonabelian Yang-Mills (a new result). The method uses Wick rotation of the sphere from complex conjugate coordinates to real, null ones, which can be treated as independent. The result can be considered "holographic" in that the dimension of the internal (R-symmetry) space is reduced from 2 to 1, by solving equations of motion or gauge conditions for dependence on the other coordinate. The auxiliary nature of the redundant dimension makes the hypergraph rules and evaluation almost identical.
Introduction
There are two competing, but closely related, formalisms for effectively dealing with N=2 supermultiplets ("hypermultiplets" [1] ) in N=2 superspace ("hyperspace"), in 4 dimensions (or simple supersymmetry in 6): projective [2] and harmonic [3] .
Projective hyperspace has the advantage of 1 less R-symmetry coordinate, which results in all the coordinates fitting neatly into a square matrix, whose hyperconformal transformations take the form of fractional linear transformations [4, 5] , hence the term "projective".
Although the relations between various multiplets in the two formalisms has been frequently discussed, in this paper we will provide a direct derivation of multiplets, gauge transformations, and actions for the projective formalism from those of the harmonic. The derivation is mostly straightforward: The basic step is to start with the usual complex CP (1) coordinates y andȳ of the (2-)sphere, which is the space of the SU(2)(/U(1)) R-symmetry, and treat them as independent, which can be accomplished by Wick rotation. Due to the change in topology from compact to noncompact, the standard equations of motion and gauge conditions of the harmonic formalism, which involve only the (SU(2)-and gauge-)covariantȳ derivatives, no longer put the theory on shell. We solve the equations of motion or gauge conditions for explicitȳ dependence of the hyperfields in terms of "coefficients" that depend on y, and perform theȳ integral in the action. (Instead of gauge fixing we can also define the projective gauge field in terms of the line integral of the harmonic one across the range ofȳ.) Effectively, the theory has been reduced to its "boundary" inȳ, for both the hyperfields and their residual gauge invariance. This is not the true boundary of the Wick-rotated theory, but symmetry under finite SU(2) R transformations is maintained on this one-dimensional space y. (The exception is projective actions for nonrenormalizable theories that require integration over a specific contour in their definition, such as for the tensor multiplet, past which SU(2) can move singularities.
Such theories are SU(2) invariant under infinitesimal, but not finite transformations.
They also do not have SU (2) covariant forms in the harmonic formalism.) This Wick rotation also accounts for the modified definition of charge conjugation used in such spaces [6] . The remaining coordinate can consistently be treated as real, even though the SU (2) transformations are complex, by treating them as being on the fields, rather than on the coordinates, since the fields that appear in the Laurent expansion in y are complex (but may be subject to reality conditions based on charge conjugation consistent with SU(2)).
Previously [7] , the equivalent was accomplished by replacing regular functions on the sphere with singular functions there in the harmonic formalism (or by taking a singular limit of regular functions), which allowed projective multiplets to be obtained after minor modifications, but altered the harmonic interpretation. Here we do not modify the definition of the harmonic fields or action; the singularities of the projective fields in y follow directly from the regular harmonic expansion of the harmonic fields.
We also give further analysis of hypergraphs in the 2 formulations, and evaluate the 1-scalar-hypermultiplet-loop divergence with an arbitrary number of external (nonabelian) vector-multiplet lines. In particular, we give for the first time the complete projective action for nonabelian hyper Yang-Mills, which could be guessed from the similar harmonic action.
Coordinates and integrals
We begin with some conventions, and our definition for evaluation of the simplē y integrals that convert harmonic hyperfields to projective ones. We will ignore questions of representation with respect to the usual superspace coordinates until later, and focus mostly on just R-space. We begin with a conventional parametrization of an element of SU (2) as
where the angle φ parametrizes the element of U(1) factored out to leave the projective complex conjugate coordinates y andȳ of the sphere. The currents g −1 dg and (dg)g −1 then define the dual SU(2) generators G and covariant derivatives d, respectively, as usual, as
We then make the change of variables
The convenience can be seen from the change of (Haar) measure for the coset (sphere):
(normalized so the integral of 1 is 1). At this point we are already effectively treating y andȳ (now t) as Wick rotated coordinates, so they can be integrated independently.
(This corresponds to independent deformations of contours of integration of the 2 real coordinates of the sphere.) The triviality of the measure for t implies that covariant differential equations in that coordinate will also be. The range of t follows from the positivity of yȳ on the sphere; we'll keep this restriction after Wick rotation to reproduce the usual projective hyperspace formalism. (Although extending the range to the boundary of the Wick-rotated space at t = ∞ should lead to the usual holography, we have not been able to derive a corresponding hyperspace formalism.) The y integral will then be interpreted as a (closed) contour integral. (Reality conditions will be discussed below.)
Another useful change of variables is
so d 0 is still integer or half-integer. (A similar variable was used, with y andȳ, in [7] .)
After switching from harmonic to projective hyperspace, this complex redefinition allows the complex gauge condition ϕ = 0. Another interpretation is to replace the R-sphere with a true CP(1): 2 complex coordinates with a complex scale invariance, allowing metrics that differ from the sphere by a Weyl scale (including flat R-space).
Then ϕ = 0 is a choice of that complex scale.
So our final parametrization of the group element is
The symmetry generators and covariant derivatives are now
Determination ofȳ dependence of hyperfields is simple, since the free field equations or gauge conditions we solve take the form dȳ = 0 or dȳ 2 = 0, so the harmonic hyperfield consists of 1 or 2 projective ones by simple Taylor expansion in t. Together with the determination of ϕ dependence by the isotropy constraint, which determines the eigenvalue of d 0 for the harmonic hyperfield Ψ , we find
The analyticity properties of the projective hyperfields ψ j in y then follow from the regularity of the original (off-shell) Ψ on the sphere; we'll discuss each case individually below. Since the field equations are no higher than second order in derivatives, the projective hyperfields can be associated with "boundary values" (at t = 0 or 1) of the harmonic ones.
The usual charge conjugation of the projective and harmonic formalisms (with respect to just SU(2); again we ignore the generalization to the full projective hyperspace [6] ) is defined by the pseudoreality of the defining representation of SU(2), as given here by the group element (with respect to just the symmetry group): Leftmultiplication of g* (where " * " is ordinary complex conjugation) by an antisymmetric matrix gives back the same representation. So
Thus in projective hyperspace, which doesn't have t, C switches a projective hyperfield associated with t = 0 with one associated with t = 1. (I.e., in terms of initial and final "time" t, it is time reversal.) So from the above solution in terms of projective hyperfields ψ j of the field equations on a harmonic hyperfield Ψ we have,
(We include all coordinates in z, so C acts also on x and θ, which we haven't discussed.) Hyperfields that have integer eigenvalue of d 0 are called "real" if they are equal to their charge conjugates (whereas half-integer ones are pseudoreal representations of SU (2)).
Scalar hypermultiplet
Our general procedure for deriving projective actions from harmonic ones is to solve the field equation (for scalar multiplets) or the gauge condition (for the vector multiplet), both of which involve t-derivatives, and plug the solution back into the action.
For scalar multiplets the procedure is similar to the JWKB approximation in the path-integral formalism: The "classical" contribution is given by substituting the solutions of the equations of motion in terms of the boundary values (at "initial" and "final" times). In our case, these boundary values of the harmonic hyperfields at t = 0 and 1 are the projective hyperfields.
There are two versions of the scalar hypermultiplet in harmonic hyperspace, but both reduce to the same one in projective hyperspace. The one that's easier to treat is also the one that appears for the usual Faddeev-Popov ghosts: Its free Lagrangian is
As described in the previous section, the solution to its field equation is
In terms of the boundary values,
we find the reality condition
Regular functions on the sphere can be expanded in terms of spherical harmonics, or equivalently in terms of U (1)-invariant products of the SU (2) group element. In the present case (integer isospin), these can be obtained from symmetrized products of those for isospin 1, namely
So such harmonic fields will have only nonpositive powers of y at t = 0 (ω i ), and only nonnegative powers at t = 1 (ω f ). This is just the usual definition of the scalar multiplet Υ in projective hyperspace, regular at y = 0, so we identify
The projective Lagrangian is then the usual
The fermionic coordinates cancel the ϕ dependence. The 1/y in the harmonic measure reduces the y 2 factor to y, a weight factor for charge conjugation [6] , as the Lagrangian is a hyperconformal density in projective hyperspace. We have dropped the Υ 2 and Υ 2 terms, which vanish after y (and θ) integration from lack of 1/y poles.
The other version of the free scalar hypermultiplet is described by the Lagrangian
(whereq = Cq). The solution to its field equation is [7] 
The Lagrangian would then seem to vanish, but we know from path integrals for fermions in quantum mechanics that a more careful, discretized-"time" analysis can lead to nonvanishing results, depending on the boundary conditions. In particular, for a first-quantized Lagrangian of the formψ . ψ, time independence of ψ andψ by the equations of motion implies that the propagator gives just the inner product (i.e., the same result as t f = t i ). So, if the boundary conditions are chosen so that the initial wave function depends onψ while the final depends on the canonical conjugate ψ, the "classical" action found from the JWKB expansion is justψ i ψ f , whose exponentiation gives the "plane wave" inner product. Effectively, the result is the same as dropping the derivative, as for a "boundary term" that might result on integration by parts.
In this case, this leads to the result
which is again the projective scalar hypermultiplet action, identifying
The regularity of Υ at y = 0 follows from associating q 0 with the original q at t = 1, andq 0 with t = 0.
(4D massive scalar hypermultiplets are found from 6D massless by dimensional reduction.)
Vector hypermultiplet
Unlike the scalar hypermultiplets, the reduction of the vector hypermultiplet follows from applying the gauge condition, rather than the field equation. Solving the gauge condition is equivalent to (but more convenient than) working directly in terms of gauge-invariant variables. The residual gauge invariance (in either method) is that of the projective formalism: The gauge condition trivializesȳ dependence in both the gauge field and the gauge parameters.
Again from the above analysis, solving the usual gauge condition gives [7] 
where we have defined Aȳ ,0 = yV by analogy with dȳ. (V is Hermitian with respect to C.) In the Abelian case, using the covariant current
, where Jȳdȳ = dȳ ∂ȳ = dt ∂ t , to define the covariant line integral
we see the gauge-independent definition of V is consistent with the above gauge condition. For the nonabelian case, we instead define the (complexified) group element
JȳAȳ again consistent with the above gauge. (C gives an extra sign change from switching t ↔ 1 − t, so hermitian conjugation with C gives 2 canceling path reversals.)
The regularity of Aȳ (in arbitrary gauges) tells us it has the above type of singularities in y at t = 0 or 1. Thus, V must have singularities at both y = 0 and ∞, as in the usual projective formalism. Furthermore, examining the abelian gauge transformation applied to the gauge-independent definition of V as a line integral
and using the correspondence between the scalar multiplet ω and gauge parameter K in harmonic hyperspace on the one hand, and the scalar multiplet Υ and gauge parameter Λ in projective hyperspace on the other hand (except for different conformal weights), we recognize the usual Abelian projective gauge transformation
Because of the path ordering in the gauge-independent definition, this can be seen to generalize directly to the nonabelian case as
Vector hypermultiplet coupling
Before looking at the action, we examine the coupling to matter. In the above gauge, even in the nonabelian case, theȳ covariant derivative can be written as
This modifies the solution to the matter field equations: e.g.,
Since ω must be a real representation of the Yang-Mills group, the group generators are antisymmetric, so
again after dropping non-cross terms, whose V dependence cancels, and so vanish after integration as before. The result is the usual modification by e V , which restores gauge invariance. If we write e V as a gauge-covariant path-ordered exponential of the integral of Aȳ, we recognize this modification as gauge-covariant point splitting in t.
Similarly, for the other multiplet we have [7] q = e −iϕ/2 e tV q 0 ,q = e −iϕ/2 yq 0 e
(1−t)V yielding the same result.
The nonabelian gauge transformation of V can be derived from the above expression for that of e
V . An alternate method is to solve for the residual gauge invariance in the above gauge. This is equivalent to solving the equations of motion for the Faddeev-Popov ghosts. The equation to solve is
Plugging in the above expression for Aȳ in this gauge yields
where we now write K as a column vector (so V is in the adjoint representation) for convenience. The solution, in notation analogous to that for ω above, is
(Upon Taylor expansion, there are no inverse powers of V .) The transformation law is then δV = −i
in analogy to the N=1 result.
In an arbitrary gauge, we have
JȳAȳ if we assume the boundary condition
(This might also be an asymptotic gauge condition, but it seems reasonable as a boundary condition since dȳ has a factor of 1/t multiplying ∂ȳ.) This uses the explicit gauge transformation for going to the gauge Aȳ = 0. Repeating the above manipulations then produces the same results but in terms of the gauge-covariant definition of V given above. This construction is reminiscent of the construction for N=1, where e V = e Ω eΩ, withΩ corresponding to the 
Fermion representations
Representations with respect to spinor derivatives differ slightly in the 2 formalisms because of the (non)appearance ofȳ. Just as the covariant R-derivatives of the harmonic formalism are invariant under the global SU(2) (commute with the generators), the usual covariant spinor derivatives need to be multiplied by the group element g to replace their SU(2) transformations with those of the isotropy U(1):
where d ϑ vanishes on projective hyperfields. Here we use six-dimensional SU*(4) matrix notation for spinors (and vectors): In the "real" representation, d (1) and d (2) are hermitian conjugates of each other up to an antisymmetric 4×4 matrix; they form the usual pseudoreal isospinor representation of the global SU (2) . Their anticommutation relations are
where the sign is due to the antisymmetry of the 4×4 matrix ∂ x (6 coordinates for D=6, but easily reduced to D=4).
In terms of our redefined SU (2) coordinates,
Clearly d θ needs to be redefined for the projective formalism: Fixing any value of t will preserve the spinor-derivative anticommutation relations; t = 1 is the choice that relates directly to the usual projective formalism, as well as giving the simplest y dependence. Similar remarks apply to d y .
The real representation is the least useful one for the projective formalism. The representations that are more useful are related to "twisted-chiral" representations in the original superspace, obtained by supercoordinate transformations x → x ± 1 2 iϑθ:
The former leads to the "analytic" representation in the harmonic formalism after a further redefinition involving the R-coordinates θ → θ ± ϑy. After manipulations like the above, similar (but not identical) representations can be obtained for projective hyperspace.
However, the desired representations can be both obtained and explained more directly in projective hyperspace: We first note that the (4D) hyperconformal group can be represented directly on the projective coordinates via fractional linear transformations (as for other projective spaces, such as SU (2) on CP (1)). Under this representation of the hyperconformal group, simple translations of the coordinates yield the usual x translations, half the hypersymmetries, and some of the R-symmetry. We call this the "projective representation". But there is another representation where it is the corresponding covariant derivatives that are just partial derivatives, instead of the generators of this subgroup of the hyperconformal group. The existence of this other representation is clear if we consider the hyperspace coordinates in terms of hyperconformal group elements. At first we ignore the isotropy group, which is generated by a subset of the covariant derivatives. Then there is a symmetry between hyperconformal generators and covariant derivatives as they are generated by left and right action on the group element. These representations can easily be switched by the coordinate transformation that replaces the group element by its inverse:
In practice, it's more convenient to replace this transformation with one that can be obtained continuously from the identity, by in addition performing a sign change for all the coordinates. These 2 transformations would cancel for exponential parametrization of the group element. But for the more standard parametrization as a product of exponentials, this combination just reverses the ordering of the exponential factors. In this case, it is equivalent to a hyperconformal transformation on the projective coordinates (and not ϑ) with ϑ acting as the parameter, of the form described above.
The resulting "reflective" representation is essentially one of the twisted-chiral representations described above (with t → 1). The projective representation is like the other one, but requires in addition a y-dependent hypercoordinate transformation.
The net result for the covariant derivatives d and corresponding symmetry generators G of the 2 representations is projective ref lective
The advantages of the projective representation are that there, projective hyperfields depend on just the projective coordinates, hyperconformal transformations are simpler, and scattering amplitudes are simpler because their hyperspace form (as derived, e.g., from hypertwistors) contains explicit hypersymmetry conservation δ-functions δ( G θ ) for G θ = ∂ θ . The advantage of the reflective representation is that the y-nonlocal action for hyper Yang-Mills (see below) can be written simply.
(The same is true for gauge-covariant derivatives, written in a similar form.) The corresponding expressions in the projective representation are more complicated, because the y-dependent transformation from a real (or reflective) representation to the projective one (which isn't needed from real to reflective) is different at each y. This is related to the fact that such actions have explicit ϑ-dependence. However, it is possible to perform the ϑ integration; the result contains derivatives in a form that is not manifestly covariant. (By analogy, consider an N=1 action of the form d 4 θ L(φ, d α φ) depending only on the chiral φ and not antichiralφ.)
Hypergraphs
A few N=2 supergraphs have been evaluated in both approaches. The rules and tricks were similar, due to the fact that the harmonic formalism [8] differs from the projective one [9] only by the appearance of additional auxiliary multiplets, coming from extraȳ (or t) dependence. We summarize these rules here in our notation. where θ 12 ≡ θ 1 − θ 2 , etc. (The rules above are for the q scalar multiplet in the harmonic formalism, which is simpler, and more similar to the projective case. The result for the vertex for self-interacting vector multiplets for the projective formalism is given by analogy to the harmonic, and will be derived below.) There are also the identities common to both:
The former is used when integrating a spinor derivative by parts from one propagator across a vertex to an adjacent propagator; alternatively, the latter can be used when only 4 such derivatives are moved in the last step of θ integration.
The differences in the above expressions in the two formalisms are the number of R coordinates and the iǫ prescription:
harmonic projective
In manipulations involving integrating "1/y" to make results more R-local, in the harmonic formalism one needs various identities that generateȳ derivatives to apply
which is easy to integrate. On the other hand, in the projective formalism one just immediately evaluates standard contour integrals. There is also an ordering for the projective formalism: 1/[y 12 − ǫ(y 1 + y 2 )], for y 1 and y 2 on the same contour, is for Υ (1)Ῡ (2) . This means that effectively one integrates with the y 2 contour enclosing y 1 (and 0), or the y 1 contour inside y 2 (and ∞). For example, for contours counterclockwise around the origin, we have
Another source of differences is the relation of the spinor derivatives in the 2 approaches: We have seen that the projective ones follow from the harmonic ones effectively by setting t = 1. (We also gauge ϕ = 0 in both cases.) So for the harmonic relations
we have in general
but only for the projective case do the latter 2 simplify:
Moving spinor derivatives from propagators around loops requires evaluating expressions of the form
which results in repeated use of the above anticommutators, so the harmonic formalism also has these t-dependent factors to deal with. (The example above that gave the same result in the 2 approaches needed only u 1 · u 2 .) However, one should be able in general to use d (1) in place of d θ in the harmonic approach to mimic the projective and get the same simplifications, since only d ϑ appears in the Feynman rules.
There is also some Legendre transformation involved in the "duality", which accounts for the minor differences in the action, such as coupling to iAȳ vs. e V − 1 (subtracting out the "1" for the kinetic term). Also, the rules for the ω multiplet (and the ghosts) are a little more complicated than the q multiplet for the harmonic formalism. (For the most part, the extra dȳ in the vertex converts the ω propagator into a q propagator.)
The bottom line is that although the final results in the 2 approaches are almost the same (to the same extent as the Feynman rules), the harmonic formalism requires some extra algebra (for R-space).
Vector hypermultiplet action
One way to derive the action for the vector multiplet is from looking at the divergent part of a scalar multiplet loop in a vector background [8] . The calculation is almost the same in the two formalisms: To keep the most divergent part, keep all spinor derivatives inside the loop when integrating them by parts, and keep the ∂ x terms (vs. yd The main difference we have already seen: While in the harmonic case q couples to iAȳ, in the projective case Υ couples to e V − 1. Doing the 1-loop calculation as just described, or just drawing this analogy to the harmonic case, the projective action is then
There is also a "dual" version, coming from reverse ordering of the loop, corresponding to starting with the action as Υ e −V Υ rather than Υ e V Υ . The result is to everywhere change the signs on V and y. For such real representations V T = −V , so transposing reproduces the above form.
The check of gauge invariance is similar to the harmonic case, but again no derivatives dȳ are involved. We start with
Then, as in the harmonic case, the inhomogeneous contribution to the "n-point" (in y) contribution to the action will cancel the linear contribution to the (n − 1)-point. The exception is the inhomogeneous contribution to the 2-point, which vanishes by itself (after θ integration). To see this cancelation, note that the projective 1/y acts as a 1D Stückelberg-Feynman propagator, propagating only "positive-energy" modes (nonnegative powers of y) in one direction and "negative-energy" modes (nonpositive powers) in the other (because in the above derivation it came from an Υ Υ propagator). The effect is that integration over the y of an inhomogeneous contribution will result in attaching only Λ to the right of the e V − 1 factor on its immediate left, andΛ to the left of the e V − 1 on its right. (However, one should not try to define each contour enclosing the previous simultaneously, implying a Penrose staircase. Keeping all contours the same is consistent with the iǫ prescription.)
Various alternative derivations of the action are possible: One way would be to start with the harmonic action, choose the gauge as above, and explicitly integrate out the t dependence, including that in the iǫ prescription for the "propagators". (Note that the y in each iAȳ = yV cancels with that in dy dȳ/(1 + yȳ) 2 = dt dy/y.) This is trivial for the kinetic term, because the d 4 ϑ integration can easily be performed:
, it acts only on V (2), generating terms with at least 2 factors of y 12 , canceling the poles in y, and thus the ǫ's. Since the t integration is then trivial, and the result has the same form for the harmonic and projective formalisms, the equivalence is obvious. (Similar remarks also apply for the finite part of the 1-scalarhypermultiplet-loop correction to the vector-hypermultiplet propagator.)
Background fields
It should be straightforward to develop a background-field formalism for the projective formalism, similar to the harmonic one [10] . An essential ingredient is the projective d'Alembertian , (for ∇ θ = ∇ α and ∇ ϑ = ∇ . α ). ∇ 2 y = 0 is the (local) superconformal field equation that generates all others via commutators with ∇ ϑ . (Similar remarks apply for the N=1 analog.) Since its evaluation requires no ∇ȳ, it can be used in the projective formalism in the same way as in the harmonic. Furthermore, since it keeps superfields in projective (or harmonic analytic) hyperspace, all the ϑ-dependent pieces in the individual terms can be dropped, since they cancel.
Of particular interest is the fact that the vector multiplet propagator, in a background, can be expressed as the inverse of this operator. Thus not only is the propagator local in y, as in ordinary (Feynman) gauges, but so are its 1-loop interactions. As a result, all 1-loop contributions to the effective action from the vector multiplet (less ghosts) in a vector-multiplet background can be calculated directly in projective (or analytic harmonic) hyperspace, in the projective representation, without the appearance of ϑ. In particular, in the N=2 formulation of N=4 Yang-Mills, the N=2 scalar multiplet cancels the (Faddeev-Popov and Nielsen-Kallosh) ghosts (in analogy to the N=1 case), so this contribution gives the complete result for the external vector multiplet. (There is also a similar contribution from the Nielsen-Kallosh ghost, which cancels all but a finite number of y degrees of freedom, making the y part of the loop trace finite. In projective language, this is a cancelation of the "arctic" pieces of a "tropical" hyperfield.) Thus, as for the N=1 formulation, not only do the contributions to the effective action from <4-point immediately vanish for N=4, but the expression for the 4-point is obvious: As for N=1, 4 spinor derivatives are required inside the loop, and the final integral is over 4 θ's, so the result is proportional to the box integral of bosonic ϕ 3 theory times
Except for y-dependence, this is essentially the same as the N=1 result, where in the latter case d 4 θ is the integral over the full superspace, and W α is the Dirac 4-spinor combination of the chiral and antichiral Weyl spinor field strengths. The above result also holds for the 6D theory (with d 6 p for the momentum-space integral).
Although not manifestly projective, it can be evaluated at ϑ = 0, as explained above. In D=4 it can be re-expressed as an integral over the full superspace of the usual chiral and antichiral field strengths (as for N=1), which are scalars for N=2; but the above result may be more useful, as it applies also to D=6, and can be expressed and derived directly in projective hyperspace. Another advantage of projective (or analytic) hyperspace is translation invariance in θ, so Fourier transformation in the anticommuting coordinates is actually more convenient: All the δ(θ)'s can be avoided, and there is only 1 integral over loop fermions.
Note the similarity of this result to the case of N=4 superspace [11] : There N=4 projective superspace (or maybe some harmonic analog) is the only convenient way to express this result (with a scalar field strength). Also, in both cases the result is y-independent, so y integration is redundant. This suggests the possibility that in the N=4 case, where there is only the vector multiplet, all the supergraph rules might be formulated most conveniently in projective superspace.
Conclusions
Our explicit relation between the projective and harmonic formalisms shows that in the appropriate notation the two are almost the same, sharing similar (dis)advantages. The only significant difference is the extra R coordinate of harmonic hyperspace, which appears in so simple a way as to have little effect.
The one-loop form of the classical Yang-Mills action suggests including two new non-analytic hyperfields whose functional integration would generate it. This action might be a Chern-Simons action that has been partially gauge fixed.
There is an N=3 harmonic formulation of N=4 Yang-Mills [12] , but no amplitudes have been calculated with it. It is possible that the corresponding projective formulation is already N=4: The number of θ's (and x's) is already the same, and the combination of field equation (since there are an infinite number of auxiliary fields) with gauge condition might reduce the N=3 harmonic's 6 R-coordinates to the N=4 projective's 4. The N=3 action is curiously simpler than the N=2; this also suggests the existence of a simpler N=2 action.
